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INTRODUCTION 

 
The use of the St James Sanskrit Course Books 

 
‘The Ra ama ayanwa Stories’, Books 1 & 2 
‘The Maha abhaarata Stories’ Book 1  
‘The St James Sanskrit Course’, Book 1 (updated version is called ‘Year 7’) 
 
 
These books are important for a systematic and thorough study of the grammar syllabus for the Option 

A examination as well as for step by step practice of translation. 

 

In addition, the following documents should have been studied carefully: 

‘Set Text Mahaabhaarata Stories’ (syllabus) 
‘Epic Civilization Course’ 
 

wwwwwwwwwww  

 
 

The use of this book 

 

This Option A Revision Booklet is intended to give an overall view of examination preparation for those 

students who have covered all the Sanskrit basics, i.e. learning of ru upaanwi (declensions and conjugations), 

etc. as directed in the documents above.  
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1. Parts of sentence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2. Adjectival agreement. 

 

Exercise:  
Put the correct ending on the adjective to agree with the noun it is telling us about and then translate 
them both. 
 

   p/|D… nºp:  iètIy… nºpe-  
 s|=u… pu]m\  tºtIy… nOk|m\  
zuå… #|yR|  p/@|m... vnyo:  
z|Nt… im]|i-  ék… gºhSy  
a#y… nr|:  aó-… izl|su  
`or… rás|n\  suv-R… nOk|y|m\  

A noun is a name of something or somebody, e.g. r@|: chariot. 

An adjective describes a quality of what is named, e.g. suv-R‹ golden. 

A verb is a word expressing an action, e.g. avdt\ said. 

An adverb states the quality of an action, e.g. inTym\ always. 

The ending of an adjective will agree in gender, number and case with the word 

it tells us more about. 

 

e.g., suv-R: r@|: golden chariot, suv-|OR r@|O two golden chariots, 

suv-R| nOk| golden boat,  suv-Ri- pIQ|in many golden chairs, 

suv-R|t\ ngr|t\ from the golden city, etc. 

 
Note: This is why there is a small circle after an adjective when it is given in a vocabulary list. The circle 

denotes that the ending of the adjective will change in these three ways.  
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3. The use of the second case. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Exercise:                    
Translate the following sentences: 
 

guó: sTym\ vdit 

rás: nOk|m\ a|gC¡it 

#|yR| nrO pZyit 

nºp: r@||n\ azº-ot\ 

The man comes to the king. 

The son hears the chariot. 

The wife sees the flowers. 

 

The second case ending, as in r|mm\, r|mO, r|m|n\, sIt|m\, etc., is translated ‘to’ or ‘towards’ 

something. It denotes the object, that to which the action of the sentence goes, or 

that to which the agent (who brings about the action) is attending. 

 

e.g., (object in bold)  The man kicked the ball. / The boy went to the city. 

 

In Sanskrita, unlike the two English examples above, the verb of the sentence usually 

goes at the end. 

e.g.  nºp: nrm\ pZyit The king sees the man. 

jnnI izl|m\ agC¡t\ The mother went to the rock.  
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4. The use of the sixth case in the sense of ‘have’. 
 

 

Exercise: 
Translate the following sentences: 
 

vnSy puXp|in a|sn\ 

#|yR|y|: guó: aiSt 

im]|-|m\ r@|: a|sIt\ 

The son had friends. 

The king has a wife. 

 

In general the sixth case endings do the same job as    ’s or s’  in English. 

e.g.   

The man’s house.  nrSy gºhm\ 

The sons’ mother.  pu]|-|m\ jnnI 

 

In Sanskrit there is no expression to ‘have’ something, as in ‘The man has a son’ or 

‘the kings had ships’. 

Instead the Sanskrit says: 

 

'nrSy pu]: aiSt  For the man there is a son. 

nºp|-|m\\ nOk|: a|sn\  For the kings there were ships. 

 

Nevertheless we translate such sentences into English as ‘The man has a son’, etc. 
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5. The agreement of verb endings with the agent. 
 

 
 
Exercise: Verb Agreement  
The dotted lines should be filled in with the correct ending and the sentence translated. 
  

#|yR| gºhe a|s… 
nºp… nOk|m\ agC¡t\ 
im]m\ puXp|i- apZy… 
izl…  r@||t\ ptt: 
r|ás|: ngrm\ a|gC¡… 
gºh|in ngre a|s… 
#|yR… pu]|n\ apZyn\ 
pu]… k@|e ak@|yt\ 

 

In an ‘active’ sentence the agent is expressed with a first case ending. This will be 

agreed with by the ending of the verb.  

 

Thus, in simple terms, if there is one agent, the verb ending will be singular; if there are two 

agents, the verb ending will be dual, etc. 

e.g.  nr: ptit or aptt\ 

nrO ptt: or aptt|m\ 

nr|: ptiNt or aptn\ 
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6. Verbs: Past, present and future. 

Exercise: 
Translate the following sentences, remembering word order: 
 
1. She walks. (cr\) ____________________ 
 
2. He practises. (a|cr\) ___________________ 
 
3. They sing. (gE) _____________________ 
 
4. The ladies write. (il,\) ________________ 
 
5. He lived (dwelt) in the house. (vs\) ______________________________________ 
 
6. Arjuna killed the deer.  ____________________________________________ 
 
7. Snakes everywhere always kill lions. 
                                                 ____________________________________________ 
 
8. Rama remembers his mother.  (Smº) ____________________________________________ 
 
9. The arrow went into the blue sky. _______________________________________ 
 

 
 

 
1. gdR#: Æozit « ________________ 
 
2. cNd/: sUyR: c ggne itXQt: « ___________________________________ 
 
3. jn: su,m\ du,m\ c anu#vit «  ___________________________________ 
 
4. mm puStkm\ vºåm\ £it Tvm\ vdis « ________________________________ 
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7. Special future & past verbs. 
 

Special future 
The future shares the endings of the present tense. The difference in form is the addition of ‘£Xy\’, (thus 

#vit becomes #ivXyit); or else in some special cases ‘Sy’ (thus nmit becomes n"Syit). The list below 

gives some of the future forms, special or otherwise. 

 

Present forms     Future forms 

vdit says      vidXyit will say 

gC¡it goes     gimXyit will go 

kroit does or makes    kirXyit will do or make 

dd|it gives     d|Syit  will give 

pZyit sees     ¥Áyit  will see 

zº-oit hears     %oXyit  will hear 
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Special past 
A verb is a word expressing an action. This action arises from the dhaatu, the seed form of the word (e.g. 

pt\ for ptit,  ,|d\ for ,|dit,  gm\ for gC¡it and #U for #vit).  

This dhaatu is sometimes preceded by a prefix which gives a special direction to the action  

(e.g. Ñp – up to, Ñt\ up). In the past tense this prefix is put before the a that precedes 

the dhaatu, (e.g. the first a of agC¡t\ and a#vt\) 

We should familiarize ourselves with the following special past forms: 

£x\         £C¡it    éeC¡t\ 

a| +  gm\     a|gC¡it    a|gC¡t\ 

Ñp +  ivz\     Ñpivzit      Ñp|ivzt\ 

anu + gm\     anugC¡it    aNvgC¡t\\ 

In the Set Text story 1, line 1, the verb pyRXvjt appears. This illustrates the following: 

pir + Zvj\      pirXvjit    pirXvjt 

 

 

Exercise: Translate: 

avdt\ agC¡t\ 
Ñp|ivzt\ éeC¡|v: 
Ñp|ivzm\ aNvgC¡t\ 
ÑditXQt|m\ a|gC¡t\ 
aptn\  

And also these extras: 
gC¡it %oXy|m: 
ptis Ñpivzis 
gimXyit pitXyt: 
a|gimXyiNt ¥Áy|im 
zº-oim 
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8. Tv| words 

    

#UTv| having become   pitTv|  having fallen 

gTv| having gone   cirTv|  having walked 

%uTv| having heard   dº¢| having seen 

Exercise:  
Translate the following sentences: 
gºhm\ dº¢| nr: agC¡t\ 
ngr|t\ gTv| pu]O puXp|i- ÑpZyt|m\ 
r|mm\ cirTv| sIt| avdt\ 
Having walked to the rock, the mother sat down. 
 

 

 

The ending Tv| goes straight after a dhaatu to give words like ;Tv|, gTv|, and %uTv|.  

This Tv| ending gives the sense of an action having been completed. 

So, #UTv| having become, gTv| having gone, and %uTv| having heard. 

Often an £ is added before the Tv| giving: 

pitTv| having fallen,  cirTv| having walked. 

This Tv| word does not replace the main verb of the sentence which is still needed, 

thus: 

r@|m\ gTv| s: nºpm\ apZyt\  Having gone to the chariot, he saw the king. 

r|ás|n\ %uTv| dzr@|: ngrm\ a|gC¡t\ Having heard the demons , Das zaratha came to the city. 
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9. The use of £it after speech and thought.   
 

10. The use of the sixth case with smIpe 

 

11. Prefixes - summary 

             
 

In Sanskrit, after something has been said, shouted, commanded or even just 
thought, an £it is inserted to mark the end of that statement, command, thought 
etc.  
This is something like the speech marks in English. £it in this situation may also be translated 
‘thus’. 
e.g. zº-u zº- £it r|m: avdt\ “Listen! Listen!” thus Raama said. 

smIpe means ‘near’. In Sanskrit we do not say near ‘to’ something which seems to suggest the 

2nd case. Instead we use the 6th case and we put the ‘near ‘ word, smIp e, last. 

e.g.  gºhSy smIpe  near the house 

nr|-|m\ smIpe  near the men 

A prefix comes at the beginning of a word and gives a certain direction to the 

action of that word. 

Examples are anu meaning ‘after’, with gC¡it, goes, becomes anugC¡it goes after, 

follows. Ñt\ meaning ‘up’, with itXQit, stands, becomes Ñi.XQit ‘stands up’. 
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12. y ending words. 
 

 

13. Pronouns 

The y is used instead of a Tv| and it means exactly the same thing – having done something. So, 

when do we use a Tv| and when do we use a y? We use a y when a word begins with a prefix 

such as anu, Ñp, a| or iv. 

e.g. anugTy having followed, Vy|p|ƒ  having killed, a|gMy having come,  

       ÑpivZy having sat down 

In Sanskrit these have a wide application and are really called svRn|mn\ ‘name of 

all’. In English such a ‘name of all’ would be ‘that’, ‘you’, ‘them’, ‘another’, ‘this’, or 

‘who’.   

 

These words can be used for all things. 

e.g. td\ 

neuter:  tt\  that, te those two t|i- those many 

masculine s: he,        tO those two te they many  

feminine s| she      te  those two  t|: they many 

 

Ru upaan wis (declensions) taking the same form as tad are svR all, éek one, and k who/what.  

The only difference for these is in the 1st case singular neuter form: svRm \ ékm\ ikm\ 

e.g. svRm\ svRe svR|i- etc 
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Pronoun exercise 
 

tm\ svRiSmn\ 

t|in of us two 

to that n. svRSy 

ékSmE tE : 

from her kiSmn\ 

these two n. teX||m\ 

all k|m\ ? 

tiSmn\ k|i# : 

ken ? tSyE 
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14. t ending words 

 

15. Vocative 

These words ending in t have a sense of a completed action and act as adjectives. 

The following examples should be known: 

gt‹ gone mº‹ dead dºXq‹ seen   %ut‹ heard ht‹ killed a|gt‹ come  

Examples of the use of this word-ending: 

mºt: r|ás: the dead demon 

mºte nre in the dead man 

a|gt|m\ sIt|m\ to the come Sita a ((Sitaa who has come..) 

puXp|i- dºXq|in a|sn\ The flowers were seen. 

Note: Of course ‘ t\ ’ words agree in case number and gender with the noun they describe.  

In speaking to someone by name a special ending is used for the singular in the first case 

e.g. he r|m,    he sIte. 

For an £ ending word like Aix we say he Axe 

For an £R ending word like jnnI we say he jnin 

For an Ñ ending word like guó we say he guro 
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16. Imperative 

 
 

Exercise : 
Translate : 
Go, O Sons !  ___________________________ 

Sit, O King ! ___________________________ 

O Kausalya a, come! _____________________ 

Boys, walk! ____________________________ 

r@|m\ a|ny n|ir _________________________

This is used to give a command. We shall mainly need to know how to use the imperative 

to give a command to one or to many. The first column below is for commanding one, the 

second for commanding many.  

gC¡ go   gC¡t 

pZy see   pZyt 

a|ny bring   a|nyt 

ÑpivZy sit down  ÑpivZyt 

deih give 

#v be   #vt 

inimx close eyes  inimxt 

zº-u listen   zº-ut 

éih come 
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17. sh with the 3rd case. 
   

  

 

 

Exercise 
Translate: 

pu]e- sh together with Kausalya a 

ty| sh together with Raama 

r|v-en sh nºpE: sh 

 

18. AAtmanepada 

 

19. Word Structure 

sh means ‘together with’ and is used with a word in the 3rd case.  
Thus - nre- sh together with a man 

 sIty| sh together with Sitaa 

AAtmanepada is a set of endings parallel to the parasmaipada we first learn. Originally these 

a atmanepada endings expressed actions performed for the benefit of oneself, whilst 

parasmaipada was used for actions the benefit of which went to others. This distinction is not 

much held to in the Classical Sanskrit texts that now survive. Examples are labhate, bhaas wate etc. 

Words are derived from roots (dhaatus) and endings (pratyayas), often taking prefixes 

(upasargas) as well. In Sanskrita, this is systematic and scientific, with clearly defined rules 

which have been set out by Paanwini. 
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20. Transliteration 
 

a a|   £ Œ   ø ª   A °   ‚   
        a    a a          i    i           u    u u       r w   r aw      lr w  

 
é  ao  é  aO 

        e  o  ai  au 
 

 
k   ,   g   `   $   h 

     ka      kha ga   gha       n xa       ha 
 

c   à   j   !   [   y   z 
      ca    cha    ja      jha       na        ya       sza 

 
q   Q   w   W   -   r   x 

      twa  twha    d wa      d wha      n wa        ra    swa 
 

t   @|   d   =   n   l   s 
      ta tha    da      dha      na  la    sa 

 
p   f   b   #   m   v 

      pa     pha ba bha     ma        va 
 
 
 
            z  x   s 
    sza   swa        sa 
      
      ax"  a: 
                                                            an m   ahw 
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Exercise: Transliteration 
r|m|y- kbN=: 
r|m: sug/Iv: 
lÁm-: v|lI 
#rt: aá: 
z]u¬n: £N¥ijt\ 
dzr@|: iv#Ix-: 
kOsLy| nl: 
kEkeyI sIt| 
n|rd: ayo+y| 
hnum|n\ d_wk: 
jq|yu: l¤| 
suim]| ikiXkN=| 
v|LmIik: r|ás: 
r|v-: r|ásI 
m|rIc: 

 
 
NOTE:- 
The material covered from this point forward is required to be known for the Option A 
Set Texts only, and for the Option B syllabus: 
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21. Complementary Sentences. 

Exercise: 
y] y] ndI t] t] jlmiSt «_______________________________ 
y] vsit r|mSt] vsit sIt| « _______________________________ 
y@|| D|n" t@|||nNd: « ______________________________________ 
y@|| nr: ,|dit t@|| s v=Rte « ________________________________ 
yd| yd| sIt| r|mmpZy.d| td| s| su,mNv#vt\ « 
______________________________________________________________ 
yo ÷GnO itXQit s dG=o #ivXyit «_____________________________ 
y] y] r|mo gC¡it t] t] lÁm-o ÷nugC¡it «___________________________ 

Sanskrit makes extensive use of sentences comprised of two halves which relate 

together by means of a pair of indeclinable words, as in the following examples: 

y] .... t]    Where ... , there .. 

y] y] ........ t] t] ..   Wherever ...,  there ..  

y@|| ... t@||   As ... , so .. 

yd| ... td| When .. , then ..  

yd| yd| .... td| td| ..  Whenever .., then .. 

y:  ... s: He who .... 

yid ...  tihR   If .., then .. 

y|vt\ ...... t|vt\  As long as ......, for so long ... 

yt\ yt\  …. tt\ tt\ Whatever … that… 
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22. Indefinite constructions 

Exercise 
Translate: 

m|" ik"ict\ dd|it 

t] kZcn Aix: vsit 

kiSmn\ ict\\ ngre nºp: avst\ 

n kZcn zº-oit m|m\ 

n ky| aip n|y|R sh s: vdit 

n mm gtm\ ikm\ cn 

ken aip jlm\ dºXqm\ 

ken ict\ jlm\ n dºXqm\ 

vne n kiZct\ crit 

r|me- %ut: k@|m aip ,g: 

When an indefinite term is needed in Sanskrita, a question word (ikm\, ku], ken 
etc) is used with ict\, cn  or  aip. Thus 

ik"ict\ Something n ik"ict\ or n ik"cn Nothing  

kiZct\ Someone n kZcn No one. 

kOcn Some two. 

kenict\ By someone or something.. n ken|ip By no one or no means.   

kiSm"iZct\ In something or someplace.. 

kd|ict\ or kd|ip Sometime. k@|mip Somehow 

ku]|ip Somewhere  n ku]ict\ Nowhere 
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23. The system of consonant ruupaanwi endings 
 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a sutra given by the grammarian Pa an wini which defines the 21 case endings. 

All the ru upaunis (declensions) arise from the addition of these 21 pratyayas (endings) to the noun 

stem however it is useful to know these endings as they aid in remembering consonant-

ending ru upaanwis: 

 

--  aO  a:  1st 

am\  aO  a:  2nd 

a|  ~y|m\  i#:  3rd 

é  ~y|m\  ~y:  4th 

a:  ~y|m\  ~y:  5th 

a:  ao:  a|m\  6th 

£  ao:  su  7th 
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24. Passive sentence construction 

Exercise 
Present passive : 

r|m: lÁm-en dºZyte » 
_______________________________________________________ 
nƒ: n|yR| gMyNte » 
______________________________________________________________ 

hStO Svß| á|Lyete »  

_________________________________________________________________ 

aZv|: sEinken dºZyNte » 

_________________________________________________________________ 

The ending of the verb agrees in number with the object (kmRn\) of the action. The 

passive verb takes a y (after the dha atu) and the a atmanepada (l#te) endings.  

Remember that the agent of the action is expressed in the 3rd case. 

Examples: 

Present tense:   

fl" b|lken ,|ƒte The fruit is eaten by the boy. 

fle b|lken ,|ƒete The (two) fruits are eaten by the boy. 

fl|i- b|lken ,|ƒNte The (many) fruits are eaten by the boy. 

Future Tense 

fl" b|lken ,|idXyte The fruit will be eaten by the boy. 

fle b|lken ,|idXyete The (two) fruits will be eaten by the boy. 

fl|i- b|lken ,|idXyNte The (many) fruits will be eaten by the boy. 

Past Tense: 

fl" b|lken a,|ƒt The fruit is eaten by the boy. 

fle b|lken a,|ƒet|m\ The (two) fruits are eaten by the boy. 

fl|i- b|lken a,|ƒNt The (many) fruits are eaten by the boy. 
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Exercise 
Past passive  
 

1. r|m: b|lken acyRt «______________________________________ 

 

2. izXy|: guó-| adºZyNt «____________________________________ 

 

3. jlm\ gjen aipByt «______________________________________ 

 

4. aár|i- izXyE: ail<yNt «________________________________ 

 

 

5. The words were spoken by the sages.________________________________ 

 

6.   The fruits were eaten by the boy. __________________________________ 
 

 
 
 

7.  The leaf was seen in the river by the blackbird. 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
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25. Prefixes – more examples of prefixes in action. 
p/ Forwards, onwards, towards. p/hsit laughs at, mocks 
  p/EC¡t\ sent  (p/ £C¡it wants onward) 
ap Away, off. aphrit Carries off 
sm\ All together as one, 

completely. 
s"tuXq‹ completely pleased 

  sm|gC¡it comes together 
  s"i=: a placing together 
anu Following after, along with. anugC¡it follows 
  aNvEC¡t\ searched  after (anu £C¡it) 
  anu#vit to become along with, 

experience 
av Down, down into, through. avtrit crosses down, descends 
  avgC¡it goes down into, understands 
ins\ Out from. ingRC¡it goes or comes out of 

dus\ Evil du:,m\ sorrow 
  duX;tm\ a bad action 

iv Outward, separation. ivSmrit separates from memory, forgets 

a|$\ Fully, returning back. a|gC¡it comes 
in Down, inward. inimxit puts down eyelids 
  iniápit places in, entrusts  
su Good, best. su,m\ pleasure 
  suv-R‹ best colour, gold 
Ñt\ Upwards. Ñi.XQit stands up 
  Ñ‡vit becomes upwards, arises,  

is born 
  ÑiNmxit lifts eyelids 
ai# Thoroughly, repeatedly. ai#xek: thorough sprinkling, anointing, 

coronation 
    
p/it Back again. p/itvdit speaks back, replies 

  p/Ty|gC¡it comes back 
    

pir  Around. pir-yit leads around, marries (In Vedic 
times the wife was led 7 times 
around a fire which stood for the 
eternal witness.) 

    
Ñp Up to, towards. ÑpgC¡it goes up to, approaches 
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26. tvt\ words. 

 

Exercise 
 

1. s: r|ásm\ Vy|p|idtv|n\ « 

2.  m|m\ n kiZct\ dºÖv|n\ « 

3.  s| ikm\ %utvtI « 

4.  mh|Nt: ,g|: gtvNt: « 

5.  tO ,|idtvNtO « 

6.  n|yOR tSmE jlm\ d.vTyO « 

               

The tvt\ ending goes straight onto the dhaatu (root) and then takes a =Imt\ ending.  

tvt\ words can take the place of an active verb in the past tense but agree in 

gender  with the agent/subject of the action as well as number. 

e.g.,  

r|m: gtv|n\ Ra ama went.  tO ,|idtvNtO    They both ate. 

sIt| gtvtI Sitaa went.  n|yRO ,|idtvNTyO  The ladies ate. 

,g|: gtvNt: The birds went. 
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OPTION A SET TEXTS: 

Ten Mahaabhaarata Set Text Stories 
 

 
g#R: womb £RXy| jealousy 

m_wl: ball mrnm\ death 

dumRôlm\ bad omen éeC¡t\ wanted 

kuzl‹ skilful  
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Vocabulary for Bhima eats poison: 
 

p|p: evil gô|y|: River Gan mgaa 

JyeXyit will conquer sU]m\ rope 

jlm\ water spR: snake 

bilXQ‹ strongest   

 
 
Vocabulary for Bhima regains consciousness: 
 

spR: snake su]m\ rope 

dXq‹ bitten i#Nn‹ broken open 

nXq‹ destroyed, 
counteracted 

amºtm\ (n) nectar 

buå: awake bilXQ‹ strongest 
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Vocabulary for Ekalavya’s gift: 
 

svR‹ all á-m\ moment 

inx|d: outcaste sPt‹ seven 

mUitR: statue, effigy £RXy| jealousy 

smIpe near izXy: pupil 

kuzl‹ skilful aôulI thumb 
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=Áµit will burn d|Äit sets alight 

ÑTsv: party ivvr: hole 

SvPn: sleep dG=‹ burnt 
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ÆIw| game k@|m\ aip somehow 

ijt‹ won anNt‹ endless  

a|nIt‹ brought %|Nt‹ exhausted 

kuipt‹ angry pU-R‹ full of (+3rd) 

siSmtm\ smilingly rÇm\ blood 

ÑÇv|n\ said p|Sy|it will drink 

ÑidTv| having said   

kxRyit pulls  
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Vocabulary for Kicaka: 
 

#ym\ fear mns\ (n) mind 

sevk:/ sevk| 
(m/f) 

servant #It‹ fearful 

Ópm\ form, disguise suHt\ (m) friend, sweetheart 

bil•‹ strongest   
 
 
 
Vocabulary for Abhimanyu: 
 
cÆVyUhm\ wheel formation 
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nGn‹ naked 

ªó (m) thigh 

a|vºt‹   covered 

jl|zym\ lake 

gd| mace 

tudit hits 
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a|Tmn\ one’s self prIá| test 

lok: world sm|Pt‹ completed 

Svr: voice nrklok: hell 

p/@|m‹ first iètIy‹ second 
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SYLLABUS CHECKLIST 
 
 
 
Link to IGCSE syllabus, including vocabulary etc :  
 
http://www.sanskritexams.org.uk/file/0499%20Sanskrit%20Syllabus%20reduced(1).pdf  
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w IGCSE Option A Grammar  Syllabus : 
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(ii) In addition, a knowledge of the following aspects of Sanskrit grammar will be required ONLY 
in the Prose Set Text for Comprehension: 
 

 

 

w Vocabulary: 201 words (to be known Sanskrit to English and vice versa) 

w Set Texts: 10 stories adapted from the Maha abhaarata (see above, or p. 21 of syllabus)                 

1. The Kauravas are born; 2. Bhima eats poison; 3. Bhima regains consciousness;                                   

4. Ekalavya’s gift; 5. The Paanwd wava’s house is burnt down; 6. Draupadi is protected by Krws wnwa;              

7. Kicaka; 8. Abhimanyu; 9. Duryodhana is slain; 10. The Paanwdwavas ascend to heaven 

w Epic Civilization – 5 chapters.  The summaries, or ‘Sanjna a’ to be known by heart 
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 EXAM INFORMATION 
 
Paper 1, 2 hours (120 marks):  
 
Translation and Set Text  

 
1 A previously unseen piece of Sanskrit prose for comprehension, glossed and adapted as 
necessary. [30] 
 
2 Unseen sentences for translation from Sanskrit into English. [20] 
 
3 Transliteration test: conversion of Devanagari into Roman and vice versa. [20] 
 
4 Prose set text for comprehension: this will examine two extracts from a simple set of stories 
adapted from the Mahabharata. [50] 

 
Total marks: [120] 
 
 
Paper 11/2 hours (80 marks) 
Translation and Epic Civilisation  
 

1 A previously unseen piece of Sanskrit prose not in sandhi for translation, glossed and 
adapted as necessary. [15] 
 
2 Sentences for translation from English to Sanskrit using Devanagari script, no sandhi 
required. [15] 
 
3 Sanskrit Epic Civilisation Questions. [50] 

 
Total marks: [80] 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
Disclaimer: Whilst every effort has been made to ensure accuracy in this revision booklet, the 
producers and suppliers cannot be held responsible for errors or omissions. 
 
Copyright: The Sanskrit content and mode of presentation of this book is the property of St James 
School.  
 
 

Resources and updates: 
Further information and resources may be found at www.sanskritexams.org.uk   


